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Pick up alm,ppny newspaper today and you will see articles on snail

darter7, the Alaskan wilderness, clonis, test tube Babies, health care cosh,
7q1

weather and energy. Can anyone deny that science and the environment are

pervasive issues in today's society? Can anyone deny that the mass media

are the major source of science information for the general public, as Wade

and Schramm (26) have concluded?

Yet the general public does not elm satisfied with thetoverage that

the mass media provide. As,early as 1937r itleghbaum.(14),found a number

of respondentsrespondents who wanted to read more sc ience news' and who e8pressed

dissatisfaction with the completeness, accuracy and smount of science

coverage. As recently as 1974, Dubas and Martel (6) found that while three-'

quarters of the Canadians they questioned wanted to keep abzeast of science

news, more than one-hale felt that not enough science was being made public /

and many-felt thap.the media were not providing sufficient, science coverage.

4The problems inhcovering science and the environment Ste many aV a

number of them relate to how articles are written and the ekpehtations of

the writers, their editors and the scientists involved: The objective. of

this paper is to briefly review some of these problems, discuss interpretive

reporting as a possible solution and then relate how real *odd training

for writers and students can help make them better interpreters of science

and the environment.

Problems in Science and Environmental Coverage

Writing about science for the'masa media is a particular problem because

science writing is not 101 another form of specialty reporting, as some
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Sharon M. Friedman

, 4
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Environmental Writing Program,` Lehigh Univerdity

Pick up allyet'any newspaper today and you will see articles on snail

darters, the Alaskan wilderness, cloths, test tube /rabies, health care Cosier,
74,P

weather and energy. Can anyone deny that science and the'environmeni are

pervasive issues in today's society? Can anyone deny that the mass media

are the major source of science information for the general public, as Wade

and Schramm (26)have concluded?

Yet the general public does not s6 satisfied with the Coverage that

the mass media provide. As, early as 1957, Krleghbaum (14).found a number

of respondents who wanted to read more science news and who expressed

dissatisfaction with the completeness, accuracy and amount of science

coverage. As recently as 1974, Dubas and Martel (6) found that while three-
'.

quarters of the Canadians they questioned wanted to keep abteast of science

news, more than one-half felt that not enough science was being made public

t'

andana manyfelt thap 1he media were not providing sufficient science coverage.

The problems inhcovering science and the environment are many aid a
. .4

number.of them relate to how articles are written and the expebtations of
0

the writers, their editors and the scientists involved: The objective, of
-

this paper is to briefly review some of these problems, discus interpretive

reporting as a Oospible solution and then relate how real Oorid training

for' writers and students can help make them better interpreters of science

4nd the environment.

Problems in Science and Environmental Coverage

Writing about science for themass media is a particular problem because

acience,writing is not int another form of spedialty reporting, as some
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journalists have claimed. Science writing is 4nique in that it often deals
. _ _

with phenomena such as black holes otransduction that are far removed -frail

people and their daily lives (12). These phenomena and hundreds of others
4

are difficult to explain and science writes must employ analogies and other

tools to help get the information across. But this brings about conflict

r

with scientists, on'the one hand, who often belieiVethe articles are not

exact enough. On tkie other hand are tne. editors who believethe stories,are

not exciting enough. The science writer is the person, caught in the middle.

Charges of distortioars00%ationaliam, inaccuracy, lack of historical

perspective and oversimplification (11) often are brought 'against, science

writers by scientists and some readers. Science writers, in tutnwpass many

of thest chaiges onto their editors and to general assignment reporters not

trained in science writing. They declare the situation wo uld improve with-

morn interpretive and investigative reporting.
4

Donaldeke, medical writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer, maintains:
.0

4 "We've got to stop covering science as though it were a fire or shootout

that is old news if it's a day late or played by the competition. The
. , ( P .

i I
.

simplistic single-source stqry should be discouraged and -t etrowing trend

toward more comprehensive pieces encouraged (5)."

.'Several other science writers hasized this point in thisauthor's

study pf changes in science writing between 196 and 1973. Ope noted that
( -

"traditional spot science reporting is ,nisleading and fience:a disservice."

Another e35plained there is a'Pgrowing conviction that publiCunderstandiig

reqdires lucidity and interpretive explanatiOtr." Said a third, "The gee whiz

story has taken a back seat to interpretive pieces that v
v
ew eve

, .

process (8)."

These feelings aft lems are not unique to science writers, however.
T ,.

> 't
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One finds them crossing:over 65 environmental writing, which has it own

complexities Land reporting difficulties.
. ur 4r

As 5choenfeld (23)has noted,,environmental reporlqg also involves ex-
* .. ,

planation of technical data. But It hab other difficulties as well including
\

% ,
. .

a high level o£ emotionalism that often surrounds an environmental controversy

c .

and long-ter impacts that may be unforeseen at the time of the controversy.
,*

. Witt (28) has pointed' out that "environmental prbleths-and solutions are

41r%
typically long range. This requires in-depth treatment, with careful

attention over time to the developing story." Environmental reporters

surveyed by Witt charged newspapers with "too much emotion, 'crisis' reporting

hysteria and sensationalism."

Other problems in environmental reporting can be'linked:to, lack of inves-

tigatiVe reporting because few reporters are encouraged, trained or have thp
.

time to do it. Rubin and Sachs (21) flat ten pressures that can Affect the

'quality of environmental reporting and among these are.depefidence on h4rd

news pegs, lack of expertise, time and space pressures. Alkof these work

against solving problems *e environmental renhrtigg

Like the science writers,tsome environmental reporters suggest using

interpretive stories to improve the aftuation. An environmental reporter for
$

. \
.- .

.

.

the Los Angeles Tit 110) said diet interprerIve reporting is ideally suited

for environmental writing because it provides a \comprehensive style for a

complicated topic."

\Interpretive Reporting

In both science and environmental writing,.theu4,of interpretive report-

inging has been on the rise: Krieghba '(13) pointed out in 1974 that some

marked changes hid filen place in what science writers were writing about and

how they presented the information. He. added:
/

/

"Like other reporteri in

5
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recent years,-science writers have turned increasingly toward interpretation

of what the news meant."'

S % . .

.-The author found in her national study ofirsciente writers (8) that half
,

.
- . .i

.

of the writers answering the survey saLd.they wrote more interpretive than A

. . -
"straight news articles on science. About half also said interpretive stories

- received more.sp4he in the# publications than straight news stories. More

than two-thirds believed that interpretive news got the most science across

to-their readers and had the most influence on reader attitudes toward

seance.

Along witithe increased usesof interpretive articles hae'come an

emphasis on different topics. Both Krieghbaum (13) and the author-(8) found
.

increased emphasis being placed on covering the social relevance and impact

'of science and technology as well a$ a shift in content away from space

exploits to the environment and the life and health sciences. .

According to Victor Cohn,
0

science writer for the Washington Post, "These,
.7

days it is not enough for us'to re ort the new discoveries and gadgetries;

we must delve deeper into,their effects' on people and public policy...bra

public watchdog (II)."

Another pxomineit science writer, David Perlman of the San Francisco

. Chronicle, adds to this (18) by calling forfseveral changes including fuller

coverage of science to show that it is-a continuing step-by-step process,
4

more reporting on thefull signifiOnce
4.-

of technological developments, and

more thorough'reporang on the political institutions of science and tech- .

nology and the ebb,and flow of power among the scientists who advise the

White House and government agencies.

T6 do this requires in-depth interpretive reporting and to be able, to do r

this reporters must have personal experience and sitift-in_the field. Mat'

r

6
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new reporters need seasoning and greater depth of knowledge before they can

attempt to do'much interpretive reportiheabout science or the environment. '

,Personal Experience

.

*: One enviromerikalist has said that "to create environmental-mindedness;

ab
d.t,is necessary to stress personal experience and develop perception through

t

all the senses (4)."

This observation is not nestk Personal or "real world experience long
.;

has been recognized as a.valuable teaching tool in environme tal stu4ies (25)

and public-sffairs.reporting classes (27).- One journaliim pr
(
essor has even

suggestedyming press conferences as a real world final exam in a beginning

reporting class f24). ,-/ ,

Personal experience'provides students with deptg and understanding of

a ,

events far beyond whatbooks and lectures can do. .It is this depth that is

needed,for interpretive reporting. .
.

A small number of programa have been offered over the past 17 years,
. .

primarily in the science-writing-1144, which have. offered personal or real
, .

- world experience to writers. Host bpve beep sponsored by the Council $6r

the .Advancement of Science Writing,(CASW).

. . .

Prom 1061-19654 CASW ram anannual program with ten cooperating institu--

tions to encouragk science writers. to spehd between six add eight weeks-met a

research institution (7). CASW believed "t* ifia'acience myiter gets his

hands dirty in the laboratory an&
f

cents of research design, it 'will

'reel' and tialiori-fif-Sciedee-TO

for lack'of funds.

his mind challengedby the strict require-
:

make him better ableto interpret the

the public." -This progratt-44disconinued
'

r ,

In 1974q, CASW proposed to revive the earlier program to.proVide Stays

- .

.at Jabs of either.fwo week' or one full' year. .The 'two-week program-was
4

-1 .
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fined to 'familiarize the,writer with one scientific project or instiiu-

tion. The year -long residency W88 to be modeled after the writer in

residence protram at patty aniversities X2). The following yeas CASW

(

announced.s science writer in residence program supported by the National

Institutes of Health. According to CASW: "...the experience of Irking

directly on d research project would have several advantages for a reporter.

r

It -would give him a deeper understanding of the scientific method in action

.and the day-to-day Problems encountered by research scientists. This'

, xperience might increase his ability to assess the rigor of procedures
N.(

used in a particular piece of research and therefore be in a better position

1

to evaluate the validity of the conclusions (3)."

The CASW progr , however, were not the only real. world experiences
. ,

offered to sc e writers.. Atiollg those discussed in newsletters of the\

National Association of Science writers since 1973, have been science. .

writing tours to the Antarctid sponsored by the National Science Foundation

(9), to the SoArlynion (10) and to Israel (15) and opportunities to work

with laborafbry groupset the National Institutes of Health (16). Meat °

science writ rs (22) including, Perlman (19) and Cohn (1) have advocated real

world or research experience for science writers.

If such experience ris recommended for practicing writerstecause it will

give them deeper understanding. and increase their,ability,to write more

inforMative articles; thsa why sh uldn't students in science and environ-

mental writing classes also have Ladles training?

Real World Hxperience for Students

Providing real wor experience for science and environmental writing

students is both easier oind'harder than it is for,practicing journalists.

easier in the sense that one doeknit hive to convince editors to

j1.7:j
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release reporters from daily writing chores to go! ;Jerk in a research lab'or

take a trip to AntarctiCa. It ie more diffisult because the etuden tsliave

Other coUries to contend with and good real world experiences -frequently

are not avariable.Z9k
tN

Are costly.
xl

!

\

Nonetheless, in the scien ce and environmenta writing program` that has

been in full operation about,onead one-half ye rs at Lhigh University, "

real world experiences are emphasized. (Lehigh ffqrs an undergraduate

program with a major in journalism /science writing, a Minor in science

writing rand an area concentration in environmental writing. 'Seven science

and environmental writing courses are available.

The range of real world experiences for Lehigh students is as diverse as

possible and includes meetings, field trips, in estigativereporting on

current regional problems and public relations asks for real clients.

Most of this experience is spreaover two emestere each of environ-

mental and science writing.classest. Students w o pajor orminor in science

writing usually encounter all of these experien es. Others--and heyinclude

majors in journalise, environmental studies, t' physical, life and social

sciences, and engineering --will participate in one or two experiences in a

selected course or two.,

The goals of the real world experiences ar simple: to helE!he

students understand and rnalyze the complexit of scientific and environ-

mental issues and, then to help them wite abo t these complexities in a

probing, perceptive and accurate manner. Jut rpretive reporting is emphasiz-

ed at all times and real world experience ie used to help make the students.

?
.

betteeinselpreters of what they see,

14

; Real"World erie e ntal Writin

A course entitled !'Environmenkt the PU is and the,Nass Media" provides

3
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the ireatest opportunity for real world experience atjehigh. This Course'
. t.,

has been taught for the pest two years to mixed classes of journaliss,..,

s4lence writing and ,environmental students. Its purpose is to

evaluate hold>public perceptions about environmental issues'are formed and to 0

./-
trace the roles of industry, government, the mass media and environmental

groups in the formation of these perceptions. To do that, the course focuses

on two main study areas: 1) the complexity of environmental issues and

environmental politics and 2) the tactics used in environmental-information

campaigns by,various publics.
r

Five writing assignments are given in the course, three of.which involve

a realtworld4kperience. Two-real worleassigamentsare relatively brief, with

students attending meeting& of a local environmental group and taking a field

.

(-trip to loeal industrial, oi environmental sites. The more involved third
it,

experiential project is an investigative study of an on-going_envizonmentil

,

problem in the telitgh Valley. (The other. two assignments are a book review

and 'a "creative" paper, which.is aclaptedtm a concept by Peter Sandman of
,

.

. . %.

University.) In student critiques of the course, all'three reai
Alk

worilld assignments have proved popular, with the field trip rating mrticularly

high.

The short meeting assignment is design&O to introduce the students to

.;
the reality of environmental grfoups. ;After attending tie meetings, students

must write a short.paper.that analyzes the grow:it* effectiveness grid its

message. While most journalism or

-attended meetings of campus groups

science writinedtudents in the class have

and Perhaps a city touncil, very few have

attendeg meetings of environmental groups., ACcordIngly,.e myth seems to

prevail ahout:the.potency Of such local organizations. 'Students envison!

them to be mighty Sierra Clubs - - powerful, wilrorganUed, on the ball.

10
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The meeting assignment changes thn students' approach tovvaluating

k the imOict of theee-groups because they see for themselves the poor

aetendanCe, lack of funds and organization and the minimal cooperation

between groups. Students begin to understand why local environmental groups

frequently lack clout and accomplish so little. And the myth begins to

I

weaken.

The second brief real world experience, the field trips, has three

purposes. The first is to get the students out ,to experience the physical

settings themselves. The second is to have them evaluate the effectiveness

of environmentei messages projected by the various groups they visit. The

third is to show them that all grows involved in environmental matters wil

attempt to maipulate their and quit they have o learn to recognize and des ,

4 . . .

with "propagande4in all forms. Papers ev uating the medium and the message

are required for ill
4

strips. ,

,

. These trips have proved to be a very exciting teaching tool' because the

students get to see new hoiizons under guided supervision. The most'
.

'.successful one is s t-ur of the Bethlehem Steel plant, which is located only

eour blocks from Lehigh's campus. Prom the moment students arrive on campus,

they hear about the steel company but few know what actually goes on inside

its gates.

'They hear about.its vast air and water pollution proplemp, how-it has

partially cleaned up and the millions of dollars it has cost,9:but they have

-
no/idee of the magnitude of cleanup involvedin a very old and very large

. steel mill.
. .

Bethlehem Steel has been extremely cooperative about providing tours,

' .

,, guides knewledgeePle in environmental matters-and high-level public relations

`spokesmen to discuss pollution with the class. The tour itself has a marked.

1
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effect, particularlyoethe avid environmeAalisilis in the class who never I.

imagined the steel plant was "that dirty or that complex."
df. -

The guides and speakers have varying degrees of, success dealing W40111

the students, many of, whom distrust what the company.an8 "big business" in

general ihave to say. However, during these discqrsions the students get to

heat. the views of at least one member of'the industrial public and this

provides them with more perspective than perhaps a boOk on environmental'

mica.cbuta.

Other field tlils-(17) serve to place students in-in -

atmosphere where they listen to guides explain organizational purposes end

needs. The Most successful of these trips are those that place students in

physical settipgs that are novel for them suctras a salt marsh or a bog.

These flint two realworld experiences are Atone earl), in the semester
. `'

..
0 ,

to "get the students'
4

fget wet" for--the longer and more complex third

. :
.

assignment, the investigative project. Thp three-month effort, whic is a

.r

.

I

major part of a student's grade, invol'es both library and field;Eesearch. it .

In the first year the assignmen

different environmental topics

Asignment was,revised so that

t was given,

to work on,

they worked

students were allowed to select

while in the second year, the

on various'aspects of one major

environmental problem: Both methods have Advantages and drawbacks.
, ,

With the first year'design of different topics, five 'teams.9 v .

students each were allowed to choose a current environmental problem in4the

Lehigh Valley. The topics they chose included studies of sewage treatment

and sludge disposal in Allentown (the Lehtth Valley encompasses the cities
.........,. . .

A
of AllentOwn, Bethlehem, and Easton); a nearby,township's losieof waiter due

to mining operations; urban growth and loss. of agricultural .land and' open

space in the Lehigh Valley; use of the Lehigh Canal as a recreation resoutce;

12
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and problems in preserving the famous Appalasan Trail, which borders the

.

Lehigh Valley to the north.

Each 'team divided up the investigative tasks to tackle legal, ecological,

political, economic and otheeaspects of theetopics. They reviewed available

literature, toured sites ana interviewed scores of involved people,, including

practicing reporters working on the same 'stories.
4 -

The advantages of' the--f-kst year's investigative assignment were many,

but Its prime asset was that the students experienced an& became deeply
.

interested and involved in their projects.. As a result, the oral and

written reports they Prepared for class were thorough, incisive and innovative.

*st teams used visugl as well as 'written materials including maps; slides

and even samples of sludge. The sewage study group went as-far as to tape,

o

record shoppers in a nearby mall answering questions about what happened to

the waste they flushed down their toilets. Some interviewees'thought the

waste went,'"into the river," "just down the pipes," or "out to the ground."

Very few mentioned anything about a sewage treatment plant.

And while, one might think a report on a canal recreation resource could.

beboring, the Philadelphia Regional Off ice of the Department of the Interior's

Heritage Conservation and'Recreation.ServiCe (formerly the Bureau of Odtdoor,

' Recreation) found "the investigative approach and the interviewing of resource

personerefreshingtly different.from the standard undergraduate 'research'

papersle students have seen quite clearly what the situation is and their

analysis...is on akget as to what needs to be done." The Service will use

the stud6ts' canal study in a report:of its own.

Ttir;studroh waterfioss caused by mining brought with it another type

of advantage, which showed far better than tereithor could have that investi-

gative reporting takes a lot of.digging and it is not easy; especially whew,:

13
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sources will not cooperate.

/-/

Team memOors, despite 'any attempts, could get no cooperation from mining

company officials% All requ4tsfor,inEarmation fell on deaf ears. Finally,

theypecane aggreidive and camped out in the lobby of the company's head-'

quarters where they corralled one of its officers. Unfottunately, their

1

inexperienoe huts them because he wis able,to put them of with the old trick

of "put it in writing and then 1.'11 answer it. No answers ever came ,forth,

of C.ourse.

A practicing reporter also had this refusal problem and finally had to

write to the president of the conglomerate that owned the mining company before
4,

receiving any information. This enterprising reporter? Tom Robatkof the

Bethlehem Globe-Times, eventually won the coveted Siokes.award for hie 22-part

series on the water issue.

B t the'students.also

to fill in the information

were enterprising and used every possible source '

.

gap caused by the mining company including getting -

financial reports from Wall Street and other sources not usually thought of

in the region. They even turned up a few facts the local reporter missed. The

team's account of its experiences with the mining cl;m pany underacored for the

entire class theproNoms encountered in investigative reporting in a way that

was more effective than.any professor's lecture.

Balancing off all of these advantages were two prime drawbar to the

assignment: firstb not everyone on the teams pulled his or her own weight'

and second, class membera were not able to effectively evaluate a particular

team's work because of their lack of specific knowledge abOut the iasue.

To try to

revised in its

counteradf these problems, the inveitigatiye assignment was

second year to focus on oneliajor environmental problem, a:

1 4
raging battle over

\
building a damin ohe o the most beautiful and fertile

14
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farmland regions of the Lehigh Valley. Trexler Dam, to be built by the Army 1

Corps of Engineers at the request of the Delaware River Basin Commission, was

supposed to provide three major resources for Lehigh Count-flood-control,

water and recreation. In doing so it would gobble up hundreds of acres of

prime larMland, inundate historical sites dating back to the 1700s, and provide

prospects for secondary landdevelopment that would mean the loss of more open

space. Many more issues 'including design safety, pesticide use, the water

,needs of electric and nuclear power plants and eutrophication were involved

in this very complex and fiercely ought battle.

As In the previous year, student divided into teams, this time six teams

-of- -two students each. ,SMa1Urteams re used eo to-keep everyone-on the

team working and to not have just Afew. s do most of the assignment.

The areas of the Trexler Dam issue they tackled included,economics, impact on

residents and on the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, development and '
. .

growth, local government response and water and recreatioriresources.'

A

Students were required to do library.reseirCh including-review of five

versions of the Ahvironmental impact statements updates and revisions, . ,P

thousands of pag4s.of transcribed public testipony.ancl hundreds of newspaper

articles.' They also conducted field interviews and toured the Trexler Dam

site. Written and oral reports were required and arguments for'and against v

the,dam had to be consideied by-each team..

The advantage of this type of assignment as opposed to the multiple-topic

format of the previous year was that the whole class worked. on one particular

Issue and everyone was familiar with the same facts. This prov4ded a good

f ,

basis for clais discussion and evaluation. Delving into the issue thrhugh

background and field research got the students personally involved and,-as one

15' N
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of them said, "put them on a different wave length as far as appioaqhing the

problem and putting theMaelves into it."

The drawbacks with the one-topic format in this Case centered on the

complexity of the Trexler 'Dam issue, the depth required to understand it and

the inexperience of students. Their oral and written reports did not match

those of the first year'ssclass.

An interesting outcome of this assignmunt was that most of the students

.

could come to no clear conclusion concerning the'worth of the.dam at the end
c

of their investigation. Many said they would have voted against the dim in

the county referendum thatoccurred, but this was because of pheir own

_ emotional attitudes-rather than -the facts they had uncdvered. Here was
r

tt
another valuable lesson learned concerning.the emotional aspects of e iron-

mental issues.

The meetings, field trips and investigative papers of "Environment; the
. .

Public and the Mass Media" off4kene type of real world experience to Lehigh

students. Real world experience of another type--thht of an employer-

4

employee relationship--is found in a second environmental course,'"Writing

abqui the Environment." This course is for people who would like to,learn

public relations techniques for environaqtal, public service or governmental

groups.

in the course, students work for environmental groups without pay

preparing public relations'materials thAt meet the groups' needs apd budgets.
* N .

In the two years this course has been taught, five clients--all environmental

groups with few dollars andmany needs--have been assisted. Services provided

by, the students have included Oriting press releases, pamphlet newsletter )
.

A

alleles and radio public service announcements, running a:press room and

preparing press kits foT a conference. -

ei0
. 16
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Although case studies from texts have been used both years at the
,

beginning of the semester, students consistently siy they learn more from and

feel better about their assignments when they work for real people. The
'e

-** employer-employee approach also laves some students the opportunity to have

their work published. Other advantages including personal involvement and

increased interest are similar to those discussed with "Environment, the

Public and the Mass Media."

Reai World Experience iifSdience. Writing

Achieving real vorleakperience for students in science writing classes

is.far more difficult than for environmental writing classes. science is a

continuous procathat does not lend itself to distinct events or topics that

are easy to "packaged so students can handle them. How does one assign real

world experience with subatomic particles dr'recombinant DNA? These are

terribly complex subjects that even scientists outside the specific field of

1' Study may not understand. It is rare that discrete science topics code along
.

that students can understand and work on.

-

a- Despite -this problem studentTin Lehigh's basic science writing courses

do get some exposure to real world experience by visiting campus labs,

interviewing researchers end attending departmental valloquia.
110 1 ,

Campus visits and,seminars, however., are not enough experience for

serious science writing students and two other opportunities have recently

- I

been developed at Lehighto help improve their training. The first, is an

'd'anced course called "Special Topics in Science Writing," which emphasizes

in-depth inveetigaticin and balanced reporting by requiring three interpretive

:magairine articles on controvasial scientific.issues. At.leastone of the

must be on a regional controversy so students have the chance to get

b: Off campus and into the field. '

17'
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Far better than this classieom method, though, is.the second real tlzorld

experience available. Last February, eight scidnce writing majors and minors

went to Washington, D.C. for four days to cover as full-fledged reporters, the

annual meeting of the American Assbciation for the.Advancemenof Science
I

(AAAS)., 'touring this trip the studdits were'totally immersed in the atmosphere

of this huge and important meeting. and they we're able to talCiath-acientists
;*

and science writers alike.
. ,

Incidentally, many, more; students signed UP'to go to the AAAS meeting that

O 0...

mad be accommodated even though they had to pay part of their way (partial

support was provided by Lehigh imd a Scripps-Hbverd Enrichment Grant), had to
.

t
. - /.

write articles at the meeting and received no credit for attending.
0

,.. . : % .4.
I.

ThI students attended scientgic sessions and press conferences and
or4

I/ 4

0
learng by watching he' xofesaiona science:writ/ere in adtion.- They alio

40 became familiar with press mote oper ons, ho to evaluateyhether to go to

,
a scientific session or a press_conference en how to try to cope with deadiine

1 pressures. 4

The experience was purposely. kept Unstructured, with the 'students able to

9 choose the sessions or press Conferences they wished to attend and write about.

'Tfie idea behind the unstructured format was to give them time to get acclimated

to the hundreds of activities atvibermeeting and let them slowly learn the
1

.

-,
4

.routines involved in covering them. . ,

.4,-. 0- *
Howeter, all wee.required to attend a daily discussibn session where

...

Pp t
.,

prominent.science writers tilkec4with the students about the day's events and

science writing in general. In these discussions, theLehigh group was joined
. .

by sc:guce writing students from Massachusetts, Institute of Technology and

.
.

Suffolk University, who also were there to cover the AAAS meeting.

i

When.the
, e
Lehigh students rpturnpd from the meeting they were extremely

4., A rYm".%

8-. .. ,,
..... . .

. .
, ....

a.

A
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enthusiastic about their experience. They also displayed-,such increased

zest for their work that it surprised other professors iti the department.

Most of these students are working thissummyr to savej money for neXi-Fear'S

AAAS meeting in Houston, a further indication oithe su4cess of this venture.
.

. The author hopes this trip will become a permanent part of Lehighisscience

writing program.
A

While the new course and the AAAS 31 ting have indeed added more real.

. world experience for Lehigh students, efftirts will be made next year to

increase this even fterther by arranging fc4several science writing student

0 to be "writers in residence" in a university reseAh lab fora semester or

.

year. Like the CAST) programs, the students will do research as well as

write. Details-for this new are still being worked out.

,

Colclusions

Becomimg a skilled science orienvitonmentalwriter is not an easy task

because great demands. are put on members of the profession byecientists,

editors and readers alike. Translating and interpreting complex material

provides many stumbling bloats as does the need'for,teiAvaccurate and -yet

exciting. New demands to provide social relevapce and assess and interp ret

t

the idipact of scientific developments increase the pressure on would-be

science'or environmental writers. They have to know not only how to write

but also how Ito understand and analyze.

.

It is evident from the literature and fromthe experiences of science

_. ---iad-environmenesk-writipg-stugents%it-Lehlib-thatreS1 world-experience is b
.

. .

valuabl tool for learning how to understand and analyze, and how to write
.

0° in-depth interpret 6e stories. Real wotld experience not only reinforces
a

.

materiy.s learfied from texts and but it also encourages students to

r ,

. learn on their ownsomething they must do onee they.ere on the job. It .,
,

m
1 -0

-49
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.allows th students'to feel early in their careers the drudgery and the'

A"
excitement of investigation and it makes them more confident about inter -

viewing fnd attending press' conferences and scientific seminars.
-

Real world experience in science and environmental writing., in,particular,

is a valuable preparation fox the hard task that_lies ahead for these future
\ . .

writers - -communicat44.the news about science add technology clearly and

accurately and assessingt and interpreting that eews,so readers can understand

.1
the idpaot it will have on their daily lives. With science and technology

so pervasive in.oday!s.society, an informed readership` must be developed and

it can be done by trained, souse ed and experienced seienoe.and environmental
6

writers.

ti

4
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